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Abstract
Automatic question generation from para-
graphs is an important and challenging prob-
lem, particularly due to the long context from
paragraphs. In this paper, we propose and
study two hierarchical models for the task of
question generation from paragraphs. Specif-
ically, we propose (a) a novel hierarchical
BiLSTM model with selective attention and
(b) a novel hierarchical Transformer architec-
ture, both of which learn hierarchical repre-
sentations of paragraphs. We model a para-
graph in terms of its constituent sentences, and
a sentence in terms of its constituent words.
While the introduction of the attention mecha-
nism benefits the hierarchical BiLSTM model,
the hierarchical Transformer, with its inher-
ent attention and positional encoding mech-
anisms also performs better than flat trans-
former model. We conducted empirical eval-
uation on the widely used SQuAD and MS
MARCO datasets using standard metrics. The
results demonstrate the overall effectiveness of
the hierarchical models over their flat counter-
parts. Qualitatively, our hierarchical models
are able to generate fluent and relevant ques-
tions.
1 Introduction
Question Generation (QG) from text has gained sig-
nificant popularity in recent years in both academia
and industry, owing to its wide applicability in a
range of scenarios including conversational agents,
automating reading comprehension assessment,
and improving question answering systems by gen-
erating additional training data. Neural network
based methods represent the state-of-the-art for au-
tomatic question generation. These models do not
require templates or rules, and are able to generate
fluent, high-quality questions.
Most of the work in question generation takes
sentences as input (Du and Cardie, 2018; Kumar
et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2019).
QG at the paragraph level is much less explored and
it has remained a challenging problem. The main
challenges in paragraph-level QG stem from the
larger context that the model needs to assimilate in
order to generate relevant questions of high quality.
Existing question generation methods are typi-
cally based on recurrent neural networks (RNN),
such as bi-directional LSTM. Equipped with dif-
ferent enhancements such as the attention, copy
and coverage mechanisms, RNN-based models (Du
et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2018; Song et al., 2018)
achieve good results on sentence-level question
generation. However, due to their ineffectiveness
in dealing with long sequences, paragraph-level
question generation remains a challenging problem
for these models.
Recently, (Zhao et al., 2018) proposed a
paragraph-level QG model with maxout pointers
and a gated self-attention encoder. To the best
of our knowledge this is the only model that is
designed to support paragraph-level QG and out-
performs other models on the SQuAD dataset (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016). One straightforward extension
to such a model would be to reflect the structure of
a paragraph in the design of the encoder. Our first
attempt is indeed a hierarchical BiLSTM-based
paragraph encoder ( HPE ), wherein, the hierar-
chy comprises the word-level encoder that feeds
its encoding to the sentence-level encoder. Further,
dynamic paragraph-level contextual information in
the BiLSTM-HPE is incorporated via both word-
and sentence-level selective attention.
However, LSTM is based on the recurrent ar-
chitecture of RNNs, making the model somewhat
rigid and less dynamically sensitive to different
parts of the given sequence. Also LSTM models
are slower to train. In our case, a paragraph is a
sequence of sentences and a sentence is a sequence
of words. The Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
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is a recently proposed neural architecture designed
to address some deficiencies of RNNs. Specifically,
the Transformer is based on the (multi-head) atten-
tion mechanism, completely discarding recurrence
in RNNs. This design choice allows the Trans-
former to effectively attend to different parts of
a given sequence. Also Transformer is relatively
much faster to train and test than RNNs.
As humans, when reading a paragraph, we look
for important sentences first and then important
keywords in those sentences to find a concept
around which a question can be generated. Tak-
ing this inspiration, we give the same power to our
model by incorporating word-level and sentence-
level selective attention to generate high-quality
questions from paragraphs.
In this paper, we present and contrast novel ap-
proachs to QG at the level of paragraphs. Our main
contributions are as follows:
• We present two hierarchical models for en-
coding the paragraph based on its structure.
We analyse the effectiveness of these models
for the task of automatic question generation
from paragraph.
• Specifically, we propose a novel hierarchical
Transformer architecture. At the lower level,
the encoder first encodes words and produces
a sentence-level representation. At the higher
level, the encoder aggregates the sentence-
level representations and learns a paragraph-
level representation.
• We also propose a novel hierarchical BiLSTM
model with selective attention, which learns
to attend to important sentences and words
from the paragraph that are relevant to gener-
ate meaningful and fluent questions about the
encoded answer.
• We also present attention mechanisms for dy-
namically incorporating contextual informa-
tion in the hierarchical paragraph encoders
and experimentally validate their effective-
ness.
2 Related Work
Question generation (QG) has recently attracted
significant interests in the natural language pro-
cessing (NLP) (Du et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2018;
Song et al., 2018; Kumar et al., 2019) and computer
vision (CV) (Li et al., 2018; Fan et al., 2018) com-
munities. Given an input (e.g., a passage of text in
NLP or an image in CV), optionally also an answer,
the task of QG is to generate a natural-language
question that is answerable from the input.
Existing text-based QG methods can be broadly
classified into three categories: (a) rule-based meth-
ods, (b) template-base methods, and (c) neural
network-based methods. Rule based methods (Heil-
man and Smith, 2010) perform syntactic and se-
mantic analysis of sentences and apply fixed sets
of rules to generate questions. They mostly rely on
syntactic rules written by humans (Heilman, 2011)
and these rules change from domain to domain. On
the other hand, template based methods (Ali et al.,
2010) use generic templates/slot fillers to generate
questions. More recently, neural network-based
QG methods (Du et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2018;
Song et al., 2018) have been proposed. They em-
ploy an RNN-based encoder-decoder architecture
and train in an end-to-end fashion, without the need
of manually created rules or templates.
(Du et al., 2017) were the first to propose a
sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) architecture for
QG. (Kumar et al., 2018) proposed to augment each
word with linguistic features and encode the most
relevant pivotal answer in the text while generating
questions. Similarly, (Song et al., 2018) encode
ground-truth answers (given in the training data),
use the copy mechanism and additionally employ
context matching to capture interactions between
the answer and its context within the passage. They
encode ground-truth answer for generating ques-
tions which might not be available for the test set.
(Zhao et al., 2018) recently proposed a Seq2Seq
model for paragraph-level question generation,
where they employ a maxout pointer mechanism
with a gated self-attention encoder. (Tran et al.,
2018) contrast recurrent and non-recurrent archi-
tectures on their effectiveness in capturing the hi-
erarchical structure. In Machine Translation, non-
recurrent model such as a Transformer (Vaswani
et al., 2017) that does not use convolution or recur-
rent connection is often expected to perform better.
However, Transformer, as a non-recurrent model,
can be more effective than the recurrent model
because it has full access to the sequence history.
Our findings also suggest that LSTM outperforms
the Transformer in capturing the hierarchical struc-
ture. In contrast, (Goldberg, 2019) report settings
in which attention-based models, such as BERT
are better capable of learning hierarchical structure
than LSTM-based models.
3 Hierarchical Paragraph
Representation
We propose a general hierarchical architecture for
better paragraph representation at the level of words
and sentences. This architecture is agnostic to the
type of encoder, so we base our hierarchical archi-
tectures on BiLSTM and Transformers. We then
present two decoders (LSTM and Transformer)
with hierarchical attention over the paragraph rep-
resentation, in order to provide the dynamic con-
text needed by the decoder. The decoder is further
conditioned on the provided (candidate) answer to
generate relevant questions.
Notation: The question generation task consists
of pairs (X,y) conditioned on an encoded answer
z , whereX is a paragraph, and y is the target ques-
tion which needs to be generated with respect to
the paragraph.. Let us denote the i-th sentence in
the paragraph by xi, where xi,j denotes the j-th
word of the sentence. We assume that the first and
last words of the sentence are special beginning-of-
the-sentence < BOS > and end-of-the-sentence
< EOS > tokens, respectively.
3.1 Hierarchical Paragraph Encoder
Our hierarchical paragraph encoder (HPE ) con-
sists of two encoders, viz., a sentence-level and a
word-level encoder; (c.f. Figure 1).
Word-Level Encoder: The lower-level encoder
WORDENC encodes the words of individual
sentences. This encoder produces a sentence-
dependent word representation ri,j for each word
xi,j in a sentence xi, i.e., ri = WORDENC (xi).
This representation is the output of the last encoder
block in the case of Transformer, and the last hid-
den state in the case of BiLSTM. Furthermore, we
can produce a fixed-dimensional representation for
a sentence as a function of ri , e.g., by summing
(or averaging) its contextual word representations,
or concatenating the contextual representations of
its < BOS > and < EOS > tokens. We denote
the resulting sentence representation by s˜i for a
sentence xi.
Sentence-Level Encoder: At the higher level,
our HPE consists of another encoder to produce
paragraph-dependent representation for the sen-
tences. The input to this encoder are the sen-
tence representations produced by the lower level
encoder, which are insensitive to the paragraph
context. In the case of the transformer, the sen-
tence representation is combined with its positional
embedding to take the ordering of the paragraph
sentences into account. The output of the higher-
level encoder is contextual representation for each
set of sentences s = SENTENC (s˜), where si is
the paragraph-dependent representation for the i-th
sentence.
In the following two sub-sections, we present
our two hierarchical encoding architectures, viz.,
the hierarchical BiLSTM in Section 3.2) and hier-
archical transformer in Section 3.3).
3.2 Dynamic Context in BiLSTM-HPE
In this first option, c.f., Figure 1, we use both word-
level attention and sentence level attention in a
Hierarchical BiLSTM encoder to obtain the hier-
archical paragraph representation. We employ the
attention mechanism proposed in (Luong et al.,
2015) at both the word and sentence levels. We em-
ploy the BiLSTM (Bidirectional LSTM) as both,
the word as well as the sentence level encoders. We
concatenate forward and backward hidden states
to obtain sentence/paragraph representations. Sub-
sequently, we employ a unidirectional LSTM unit
as our decoder, that generates the target question
one word at a time, conditioned on (i) all the words
generated in the previous time steps and (ii) on the
encoded answer. The methodology employed in
these modules has been described next.
Word-level Attention: We use the LSTM de-
coder’s previous hidden state and the word en-
coder’s hidden state to compute attention over
words (Figure 1). We the concatenate forward and
backward hidden states of the BiLSTM encoder to
obtain the final hidden state representation (ht) at
time step t. Representation (ht) is calculated as:
ht = WORDENC (ht−1, [et, fwt ]), where et rep-
resents the GLoVE (Pennington et al., 2014) em-
bedded representation of word (xi,j) at time step
t and fwt is the embedded BIO feature for answer
encoding.
The word level attention (awt ) is computed as:
awt = Softmax([u
w
ti ]
M
i=1
), where M is the num-
ber of words, and uwti = v
T
w tanh(Ww[hi, dt]) and
dt is the decoder hidden state at time step t.
We calculate sentence representation (s˜i) us-
ing word level encoder’s hidden states as: s˜i =
1
|xi|
∑
j ri,j , where ri,j is the word encoder hid-
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Figure 1: Our hierarchial LSTM Architecture.
den state representation of the jth word of the ith
sentence.
Sentence-level Attention: We feed the sentence
representations s˜ to our sentence-level BiLSTM
encoder (c.f. Figure 1). Similar to the word-
level attention, we again the compute attention
weight over every sentence in the input passage,
using (i) the previous decoder hidden state and (ii)
the sentence encoder’s hidden state. As before,
we concatenate the forward and backward hidden
states of the sentence level encoder to obtain the
final hidden state representation. The hidden state
(gt) of the sentence level encoder is computed as:
gt = SENTENC (gt−1, [s˜t, f st ]), where f st is the
embedded feature vector denoting whether the sen-
tence contains the encoded answer or not.
The selective sentence level attention (ast )
is computed as: ast = Sparsemax([u
w
ti ]
K
i=1
),
where, K is the number of sentences, usti =
vTs tanh(Ws[g i, dt]).
The final context (ct) based on hierarchi-
cal selective attention is computed as: ct =∑
i a
s
ti
∑
j a
w
ti,jri,j , where a
w
ti,j is the word atten-
tion score obtained from awt corresponding to j
th
word of the ith sentence.
The context vector ct is fed to the decoder at
time step t along with embedded representation of
the previous output.
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Figure 2: Our hierarchical Transformer architecture.
3.3 Dynamic Context in Transformer-HPE
In this second option (c.f. Figure 2), we make use
of a Transformer decoder to generate the target
question, one token at a time, from left to right.
For generating the next token, the decoder attends
to the previously generated tokens in the question,
the encoded answer and the paragraph. We postu-
late that attention to the paragraph benefits from
our hierarchical representation, described in Sec-
tion 3.1. That is, our model identifies firstly the
relevance of the sentences, and then the relevance
of the words within the sentences. This results
in a hierarchical attention module (HATT) and its
multi-head extension (MHATT), which replace the
attention mechanism to the source in the Trans-
former decoder. We first explain the sentence and
paragragh encoders (Section 3.3.1) before moving
on to explanation of the decoder (Section 3.3.2)
and the hierarchical attention modules (HATT and
MHATT in Section 3.3.3).
3.3.1 Sentence and paragraph encoder
The sentence encoder transformer maps an input se-
quence of word representations x = (x0, · · · , xn)
to a sequence of continuous sentence representa-
tions r = (r0, · · · , rn). Paragraph encoder takes
concatenation of word representation of the start
word and end word as input and returns paragraph
representation. Each encoder layer is composed of
two sub-layers namely a multi-head self attention
layer (Section 3.3.3) and a position wise fully con-
nected feed forward neural network (Section 3.3.4).
To be able to effectively describe these modules, we
will benefit first from a description of the decoder
(Section 3.3.2).
3.3.2 Decoder
The decoder stack is similar to encoder stack except
that it has an additional sub layer (encoder-decoder
attention layer) which learn multi-head self atten-
tion over the output of the paragraph encoder.
The output of the paragraph encoder is trans-
formed into a set of attention vectors Kencdec and
Vencdec. Encoder-decoder attention layer of de-
coder takes the key Kencdec and value Vencdec .
Decoder stack will output a float vector, we can
feed this float vector to a linear followed softmax
layer to get probability for generating target word.
3.3.3 The HATT and MHATT Modules
Let us assume that the question decoder needs to at-
tend to the source paragraph during the generation
process. To attend to the hierarchical paragraph
representation, we replace the multi-head attention
mechanism (to the source) in Transformer by in-
troducing a new multi-head hierarchical attention
module MHATT (qs,Ks, qw,Kw, V w) where qs
is the sentence-level query vector, qw is the word
level query vector, Ks is the key matrix for the
sentences of the paragraph, Kw is the key matrix
for the words of the paragraph, and V w is the value
matrix fr the words of the paragraph.
The vectors of sentence-level query qs and word-
level query qs are created using non-linear transfor-
mations of the state of the decoder ht−1, i.e. the
input vector to the softmax function when generat-
ing the previous word wt−1 of the question. The
matrices for the sentence-level key Ks and word-
level key Kw are created using the output. We
take the input vector to the softmax function ht−1,
when the t-th word in the question is being gen-
erated. Firstly, this module attends to paragraph
sentences using their keys and the sentence query
vector: a = softmax(qsKs/d). Here, d is the di-
mension of the query/key vectors; the dimension of
the resulting attention vector would be the number
of sentences in the paragraph. Secondly, it com-
putes an attention vector for the words of each sen-
tence: bi = softmax(qwKiw/d). Here, K
i
w is the
key matrix for the words in the i-th sentences; the
dimension of the resulting attention vector bi is the
number of tokens in the i-th sentence. Lastly, the
context vector is computed using the word values
of their attention weights based on their sentence-
level and word-level attentions:
HATT (qs,Ks, qw,Kw, Vw) =
|d|∑
i=1
ai
(
bi · V wi
)
Attention in MHATT module is calculated as:
Attention(Qw, Vw,Kw) = softmax(
QwKw√
dk
)Vw
(1)
Where Attention(Qw, Vw,Kw) is reformulation of
scaled dot product attention of (Vaswani et al.,
2017). For multiple heads, the multihead atten-
tion z = Multihead(Qw,Kw, Vw) is calculated as:
Multihead(Qw,Kw, Vw) = Concat(h0, h2, .., hn)WO
(2)
where hi = Attention(QwW
Q
i ,KwW
K
i , VwW
V
i ),
WQi ∈ Rdmodel×dk , WKi ∈ Rdmodel×dk ,
W Vi ∈ Rdmodel×dv , WO ∈ Rhdv×dmodel ,
dk = dv = dmodel/h = 64.
z is fed to a position-wise fully connected feed
forward neural network to obtain the final input
representation.
3.3.4 Position-wise Fully Connected Feed
Forward Neural Network
Output of the HATT module is passed to a fully con-
nected feed forward neural net (FFNN) for calcu-
lating the hierarchical representation of input (r) as:
r = FFNN(x) = (max(0, xW1 + b1))W2 + b2,
where r is fed as input to the next encoder layers.
The final representation r from last layer of decoder
is fed to the linear followed by softmax layer for
calculating output probabilities.
4 Experimental Setup
4.1 Datasets
We performed all our experiments on the publicly
available SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2016) and MS
MARCO (Nguyen et al., 2016) datasets. SQuAD
contains 536 Wikipedia articles and more than
100K questions posed about the articles by crowd-
workers. We split the SQuAD train set by the ratio
90%-10% into train and dev set and take SQuAD
dev set as our test set for evaluation. We take an
entire paragraph in each train/test instance as input
in all our experiments. MS MARCO contains pas-
sages that are retrieved from web documents and
the questions are anonimized versions of BING
queries. We take a subset of MS MARCO v1.1
dataset containing questions that are answerable
from atleast one paragraph. We split train set as
90%-10% into train (71k) and dev (8k) and take
dev set as test set (9.5k). Our split is same but our
dataset also contains (para, question) tuples whose
answers are not a subspan of the paragraph, thus
making our task more difficult.
4.2 Evaluation metrics
For evaluating our question generation model we
report the standard metrics, viz., BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) and ROUGE-L(Lin, 2004). We per-
formed human evaluation to further analyze qual-
ity of questions generated by all the models. We
analyzed quality of questions generated on a) syn-
tactic correctness b) semantic correctness and c)
relevance to the given paragraph.
4.3 Models
We compare QG results of our hierarchical LSTM
and hierarchical Transformer with their flat coun-
terparts. We describe our models below:
Seq2Seq + att + AE is the attention-based
sequence-to-sequence model with a BiLSTM en-
coder, answer encoding and an LSTM decoder.
HierSeq2Seq + AE is the hierarchical BiLSTM
model with a BiLSTM sentence encoder, a BiL-
STM paragraph encoder and an LSTM decoder
conditioned on encoded answer.
TransSeq2Seq + AE is a Transformer-based
sequence-to-sequence model with a Transformer
encoder followed by a Transformer decoder condi-
tioned on encoded answer.
HierTransSeq2Seq + AE is the hierarchical Trans-
former model with a Transformer sentence encoder,
a Transformer paragraph encoder followed by a
Transformer decoder conditioned on answer en-
coded.
5 Results and discussion
In Table 1 and Table 2 we present automatic eval-
uation results of all models on SQuAD and MS
MARCO datasets respectively. We present human
evaluation results in Table 3 and Table 4 respec-
tively.
A number of interesting observations can be
made from automatic evaluation results in Table 1
and Table 2:
• Overall, the hierarchical BiLSTM model Hi-
erSeq2Seq + AE shows the best performance,
achieving best result on BLEU2–BLEU4 met-
rics on both SQuAD dataset, whereas the hier-
archical Transformer model TransSeq2Seq +
AE performs best on BLEU1 and ROUGE-L
on the SQuAD dataset.
• Compared to the flat LSTM and Transformer
models, their respective hierarchical coun-
terparts always perform better on both the
SQuAD and MS MARCO datasets.
• On the MS MARCO dataset, we observe the
best consistent performance using the hierar-
chical BiLSTM models on all automatic eval-
uation metrics.
• On the MS MARCO dataset, the two
LSTM-based models outperform the two
Transformer-based models.
Interestingly, human evaluation results, as tabu-
lated in Table 3 and Table 4, demonstrate that the hi-
erarchical Transformer model TransSeq2Seq + AE
outperforms all the other models on both datasets
in both syntactic and semantic correctness. How-
ever, the hierarchical BiLSTM model HierSeq2Seq
+ AE achieves best, and significantly better, rele-
vance scores on both datasets.
From the evaluation results, we can see that our
proposed hierarchical models demonstrate benefits
Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-L
Seq2Seq + att + AE 52.86 29.02 17.06 10.26 38.17
TransSeq2Seq + AE 42.07 22.03 12.33 7.45 36.77
HierSeq2Seq + AE 54.36 30.62 18.43 11.50 38.83
HierTransSeq2Seq + AE 54.49 29.79 17.45 10.80 41.13
Table 1: Automatic evaluation results on the SQuAD dataset. For each metric, best result is bolded
Model BLEU-1 BLEU-2 BLEU-3 BLEU-4 ROUGE-L
Seq2Seq + att + AE 35.90 23.52 15.15 10.10 31.05
TransSeq2Seq + AE 24.90 15.32 9.46 6.13 30.76
HierSeq2Seq + AE 38.08 25.33 16.48 11.13 32.82
HierTransSeq2Seq + AE 31.49 20.05 12.60 8.68 31.88
Table 2: Automatic evaluation results on the MS MARCO dataset. For each metric, best result is bolded
Model
Syntax Semantics Relevance
Score Kappa Score Kappa Score Kappa
Seq2Seq + att + AE 86 0.57 79.33 0.61 70.66 0.56
TransSeq2Seq + AE 86 0.66 84 0.62 50 0.60
HierSeq2Seq + AE 80 0.49 73.33 0.54 81.33 0.64
HierTransSeq2Seq + AE 90 0.62 85.33 0.65 68 0.56
Table 3: Human evaluation results (column “Score”) as well as inter-rater agreement (column “Kappa”) for each
model on the SQuAD test set. The scores are between 0-100, 0 being the worst and 100 being the best. Best
results for each metric (column) are bolded. The three evaluation criteria are: (1) syntactically correct (Syntax),
(2) semantically correct (Semantics), and (3) relevant to the text (Relevance).
Model
Syntax Semantics Relevance
Score Kappa Score Kappa Score Kappa
Seq2Seq + att + AE 83.33 0.68 69.33 0.65 38.66 0.52
TransSeq2Seq + AE 80.66 0.73 73.33 0.55 35.33 0.47
HierSeq2Seq + AE 85.33 0.73 70.66 0.68 51.33 0.60
HierTransSeq2Seq + AE 86 0.87 73.33 0.65 32.66 0.60
Table 4: Human evaluation results (column “Score”) as well as inter-rater agreement (column “Kappa”) for each
model on the MS MARCO test set. The scores are between 0-100, 0 being the worst and 100 being the best. Best
results for each metric (column) are bolded. The three evaluation criteria are: (1) syntactically correct (Syntax),
(2) semantically correct (Semantics), and (3) relevant to the text (Relevance).
over their respective flat counterparts in a signifi-
cant way. Thus, for paragraph-level question gener-
ation, the hierarchical representation of paragraphs
is a worthy pursuit. Moreover, the Transformer
architecture shows great potential over the more
traditional RNN models such as BiLSTM as shown
in human evaluation. Thus the continued investi-
gation of hierarchical Transformer is a promising
research avenue. In the Appendix, in Section B,
we present several examples that illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of our Hierarchical models. In Section
C of the appendix, we present some failure cases
of our model, along with plausible explanations.
6 Conclusion
We proposed two hierarchical models for the chal-
lenging task of question generation from para-
graphs, one of which is based on a hierarchical
BiLSTM model and the other is a novel hierarchi-
cal Transformer architecture. We perform exten-
sive experimental evaluation on the SQuAD and
MS MARCO datasets using standard metrics. Re-
sults demonstrate the hierarchical representations
to be overall much more effective than their flat
counterparts. The hierarchical models for both
Transformer and BiLSTM clearly outperforms their
flat counterparts on all metrics in almost all cases.
Further, our experimental results validate that hier-
archical selective attention benefits the hierarchical
BiLSTM model. Qualitatively, our hierarchical
models also exhibit better capability of generating
fluent and relevant questions.
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